LAST CALL – JUST BARN

32 counts A1 – 32 counts A2 – 32 counts B
Wall: 1
Music: Shout Mountain Music, - Old Crow Medicine Show
Choreographer: JUST BARN

DESCRIPCIÓ DELS PASSOS

PART (A1) 32 counts:

1-8: ROCK STEP (R) CROSS, ROCK STEP (L) CROSS STEP (L) JUMP AND BRUSHING, TURN ¼ (R) KICK (R)
1-2 Rock (R) to Right step (L) Cross
3 4 Rock (L) to Left step (R) Cross
5-6 Jump feet (L) i Brush (R) Brush (R)
7-8 Feet together, turn ¼ (R) kick (R)

9-16: COASTER STEP (R) JUMP FORWARD TURN 1 (L) SIelor SETP (R) ¼
9-10 Coaster step (R)
11-12 Jump feet together Forward, and feet (R) back
13-14 Turn ½ (L) ½(L)
15-16 Turn (L) ¼ with Seilor step (L)

17-24 JUMP JAZZBOX (R) JAZZBOX (L) 2 STEPS (L) (R) ½ (L) FLICK SLAP (R)
17-18 Jump azzbox (R)
19-20 Croos (L) jump feet together
21-22 step (L) Step (R)
23-24 step (L) Turn ½ (L) i Fick Slap (R)

25-32 TURN ½ (L) WITH SHUFFLE (R) SHUFFLE (L) BACK ROCK STEP (R)
BACK, TURN TO LEFT
25-26 Turn to left with Shuffle (R)
27-28 Shuffle (L) to bak
28-29 Rock step to back (R)
31-32 Turn To left ½ (L) ½ (L)
PART (A2)  32 counts : (1-8 diferents steps, 9-32 same steps A1)

1-8: JUMP (R)  DIAGONLLY , JUMP (L) TO BACK, 2 KICK (L), KICK (R) KICK (L) , 2 TOE (R)
1-2 jump (R) diagonally (R), jump (L) to back
3 -4  Kick (L), Kick (L)
5-6 Kick (R) Kick (L)
7-8 Toe (R) Toe (R) behind (L)

9-16: COASTER STEP (R) JUMP FORWARD TURN  1 (L) SIELOR SETP (R) ¼
9-10   Coaster step (R)
11-12 Jump feet together Forward, and feet (R) back
13-14 Turn ½ (L) ½(L)
15-16 Turn (L) ¼ with Seilor step (L)

17-24 JUMP JAZZBOX (R) JAZZBOX (L) 2 STEPS (L) (R) ½ (L) FLICK SLAP (R)
17-18 Jump azzbox  (R)
19-20 Croos (L) jump feet together
21-22 step (L) Step (R)
23-24 step (L) Turn ½ (L) i Fick Slap (R)

25-32 TURN ½ (L) WITH SHUFFLE (R) SHUFFLE (L) BACK ROCK STEP (R)
BACK, TURN TO LEFT
25-26 Turn to left with Shuffle (R)
27- 28 Shuffle (L) to bak
28-29 Rock step to back (R)
31-32 Turn To left ½ (L) ½ (L)

PART (B)  32 counts:

1-8 APPLEJACK STOMP (R) STOMP (L) APPLEJACK STOMP(R) STOMP(L)
1-3 Applejack
4    Stomp(R) Stomp(L)
5-7 Applejack
8    Stomp(R) Stomp(L)

9-16 SHUFFLE (R) FORWARD TURN (R) KICK, 4 STOMPS
9-12  Shuffle (R) forward, 1 Turn to right and quick (R)
13-16 4 Stomps (R) jumping

17-24 APPLEJACK STOMP (R) STOMP (L) APPLEJACK STOMP(R) STOMP(L)
17-19 Applejack
20    Stomp(R) Stomp(L)
21-23 Applejack
24    Stomp(R) Stomp(L)

25-32 SHUFFLE (R) FORWARD TURN (R) KICK, 4 STOMPS
25-28  Shuffle (R) forward, 1 Turn to right and quick (R)
29-32  3 Stomps (R) jamping , Hold
**BRIDGE** (8) counts
A1 1-24  **BRIDGE** (8)  A1 25-32
  SHUFFLE (R) FORWARD TURN ½ (R) SHUFFLE (L) TURN ½ (L)
1-2 Shuffle (R) forward
3-4 Step (L) turn to right ½
5-6 Shuffle (L) forward
7-8 Step (R) turn to left ½